Moon Phases
New Moon - Yang

New Moon Ritual with Intention & Goal Setting

Waxing Crescent - Yin

Meditate on the Future - Picture it, Feel it

First Quarter - Yang
Set Priorities and Make a Plan to Achieve & Receive

Waxing Gibbous - Yin
Get Clear on Plan. Build Skills, Tools, & Techniques

Full Moon - Yang
Full Moon Ritual with Shadow Work & Releasing

Disseminating Moon - Yin
Feel Gratitude. Focus on Self-Love and Recognition

Last Quarter - Yang
Complete Projects. Reflect & Realign with Accumulated
Knowledge

Balsamic Moon - Yin
Clean Up , Life & Home. Withdraw & Rest.
Wild Moon Sacred Cycles

A Yang cycle of the moon means it's go-time.
This can mean you are feeling motivated & excited but also anxious
and pressured. Use the energy of this time to plan, build, learn, be
social, ask for help, collaborate. Reassess daily to ensure you on
efficient and aligned with goals.
A Yin cycle of the moon means it's time to rest from the Yang. You
likely worn yourself down in the last few days. This is a time to stay
home, do light housework, and focus on fun, creative and relaxing
projects you have been putting off.
* shadow work refers to facing the harder situations in life and
processing the emotion that lies there .
* each moon phase, appears, to last 3-4 days

New Moon Ritual
Build a sacred space to focus with your journal & favorite things. Light
a candle & cleanse with sage. Meditate on your future, see the life you
want to create. Free write everything you saw, focusing on the
outcome, more so than the path to get there. Consider what you need
to focus on within yourself. Be thankful.

Full Moon Ritual
Build your sacred space. Light a candle & cleanse with sage. Meditate
on your New Moon goals, what worked & what needs to be realigned.
Free write on what you letting go internally, and externally. What can
you release to open, focus & receive your long term goals & intentions?
Commit to releasing, burn the paper as a symbolic releasing. Be
thankful.
Wild Moon Sacred Cycles

